
 
After recently retiring from a successful Financial Planning practice, her passion continues to be  
helping people understand and heal the deep emotional issues around money.  The heart and soul of 
her work is to connect people with themselves, which is why it has had a meaningful, positive impact 
on thousands of people.   
 
Christine’s own personal growth work guides her to help others access their inner wisdom to serve 
and understand how money can may a greater impact in their life.  Bringing along her BS in Finance, 
MBA in Entrepreneurship and Certification in Financial planning with coursework in real estate, 
employee benefits and human resources as well as education and philosophy are background to her 
understanding of the human side of financial planning.  Realizing early on that “People spend their 
emotions,” she sought to educate by digging deeper into the motivations of financial decision making.  
She has created a deeply personal and practical approach to your financial journey.   
 
Her holistic approach has benefited many and has caused changes not only in financial life, but also 
impacted the whole life of individuals.  Because of her on the intersection of emotions, behavior and 
money, she has often been referred to as the cash counselor or financial therapist by her clients. This 
approaches leads to improved money relationship and impacts the quality of life in other areas. 
 
Christine is a sought after speaker for professional financial gatherings as well as conferences. She 
has been a sought-out expert and regular guest on her local CBS affiliate and has been a radio call-in 
host.   
 
Ms. Moriarty has won the Certified Financial PlannerR Best Consumer Award.  She has also written 
for a host of magazines and papers, including Marketwatch.co. Her writing samples can be found 
at:  https://www.moneypeace.com/articles 
 
Her writing is an outgrowth of meetings with over a thousand clients – individuals and couples, small 
business owners and corporate ladder types, young professionals and retirees.  The personalized 
touch is for for the financially troubled or those struggling with success, couples and business 
owners.   
 
In addition to her work at MoneyPeace, Ms. Moriarty serves on the Board of Directors at Cooperative 
Insurance Companies, Volunteers at Vermont Adaptive as a ski coach and delights in sitting down 
with a cup of Irish tea and a good book. She is living her dreams by residing in the Green 
Mountains and can be reached through her website at www.MoneyPeace.com  
 
Her clients say: 
It has been transformational! Even with all my work, it is still amazing when things work so perfectly.   
 
My anxiety about retirement liquidity reduced dramatically.  Thank you! 
 
I am more conscious of my impulse spending and impact on bigger goals. 
 
You knew how to ask exactly the right questions – talking to my higher self and were able to remember things I 
said that are not in my active mind.  There is nothing greater than to be able to someone deeply and help them 
with their own path and purpose! 
 
The universe sent you to me at just the right moment…. 


